
SPRING/SUMMER 2017



ICONS

HAND THROWN
These are turned by hand. 
This makes every pot a 
unique piece.

ROTATED INSIDE
A MALL
In a rotating movement 
the clay is pushed by a 
knife into the mall. This 
special technique is used 
for the smaller models.

CLUBBED INTO
A MALL
Here the clay is hit into 
the mall by hand. This 
technique is more suitable 
for bigger pot. 

FROST PROOF
Suitable for outside, 
winter resistant

WATERPROOF
These are 100%
waterproof and
can be used 
as flower vases.

MATERIALS

All our Domani items are handmade in our own European production.
 

TERRA COTTA 
Our own high quality clay has a kaolin basis with special properties. While baking the clay will coalesce so 
that virtually no absorption of water is possible. Our terra cotta pottery absorbs no more than 3-4% of water. 
With this low percentage of water our potteries are guaranteed frost proof.
Not suitable for outdoor: ATLANTIS, BATUR and BUDAPEST collections (because of their shape).
The Raku collection is the only collection made out of a different clay composition.

RAKU
Raku is a baking technique originated in Japan, in the mid-sixteenth century. During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing or cracking occurs on many of the glazed areas of the pots. The multitude 
of parameters involved provides results varying at infinity, which gives each piece the quality of single object.
NAKED: the glaze has been chipped off the pot leaving an intriguing pattern of smoke lines on the clay after 
burning.
 
ZINC 
We use titanium-zinc plates soldered together with tin. The tin contains 4% of silver, which makes it 
extremely durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid air or water it will naturally oxidize. First the zinc will create a white powder to 
protect itself, then a light grey patina will appear. Our zinc pots are delivered with water drainage on the side.
 
STEEL
The steel planters are made out of stainless steel. After welding they are treated with a chemical mordant. 
Then they are powder coated with a textured mat finish.





GOOD TO KNOW

PUMPS: The standard warranty of our pumps is 3 years. This warranty can be extended to 5 years : please consult the little leaflet ‘warranty extension’ for 
more information. Please be sure to read the large ‘Warranty leaflet’ very carefully. In case of malfunction and if covered by warranty, please be sure to send us 
the following : pump + warranty leaflet + copy of invoice for fountain + certificate of warranty extension (if applicable). A pump cannot be exchanged to you if any 
of these documents are missing.
 
TREATMENT ZINC: To obtain a more equal patina we advise to treat your planter with water yourself (garden hose). Make the pots wet overall and let them 
dry for an hour, repeat this a few times. 
 
ECOLOGY: To reduce our ecological footprint most of our pots are not pre-baked or glazed afterwards. We use a technique the French call “monocuisson”. 
Primary baking and glaze-baking happens all at once, using considerably less energy. This is not true for our RAKU collection.
 
COLOURS: The colors on the pictures might deviate from the colours in real life.

BRANDING: All our terra cotta potteries are branded with our Domani-stamp   





BILBAO

This modern and surprisingly 
elegant planter was inspired by 
the new headquarters of the 
Basque Health Department and 
the Guggenheim museum in 
Bilbao where architecture meets 
origami.

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

natural
black

natural
red

natural
grey

natural
white

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TPB75

dimensions Ø 75

height 55

weight -

Public price incl. VAT € 545,00

packing by 1





ESPOO

Keep it simple.
This would be the leitmotiv 
for this new basic collection 
inspired by the Scandinavian 
modern and minimalist style.

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

natural
black

natural
red

natural
grey

natural
white

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TEP20 TEP30 TEP40

dimensions Ø 20 Ø 30 Ø 40

height 18 26 35

weight - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 20,00 € 39,50 € 88,00

packing by 1 1 1





NUUK

Everything about Nuuk is grand, 
its shape, its size, its glaze. Our 
Nuuk planter will surprise you 
just as the beautiful city Nuuk in 
Greenland surprises most of its 
visitors.
Surrounded by immense nature, 
Nuuk is filled with vibrant 
Greenlanders leading fascinating 
lives of old traditions, modern 
twists, and diverse influences.

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

metallic
art

natural
grey

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TPN150

dimensions Ø 150

height 110

weight -

Public price incl. VAT € 7.425,00

packing by 1





PARIS

Probably one of the most 
popular cities in the world.
Everything about this city is 
inspiring… its gastronomy, haute 
couture, painting, literature, 
architecture, history, secrets…
Our new Paris collection has 
especially been inspired by 
the Beautiful Iron Lady, the 
Eiffel tower that looks over her 
amazing city of lights.

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

metallic
art

natural
grey

natural 
black

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TPV80 TPV140 TPV150

dimensions Ø 55 Ø 57 Ø 100

height 80 140 150

weight - - -

Public price incl. VAT
natural grey/natural black € 583,00 € 1.604,00 € 4.692,00

Public price incl. VAT
metallic art € 713,00 € 1.900,00 € 5.168,00

packing by 1 1 1





VIENNA

With its baroque streetscapes, 
imperial palaces, winding 
cobbled lanes, sweet 
Kaffeehäuser (where they serve 
delicious Sachertorte) and 
cosy wood-panelled Beisl, 
Vienna is steeped in history. 
Yet it’s also at the cutting edge 
of design, architecture, and 
contemporary art.
This perfectly reflects our 
collection Vienna that looks 
at the same time new 
and old.

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

black
black

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TVIP50 TVIP60 TVIP80 TVIP110

dimensions Ø 50 Ø 60 Ø 80 Ø 110

height 35 47 62 78

weight - - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 339,00 € 583,00 € 1.212,00 € 2.704,00

packing by 1 1 1 1





LUZON

INDOOR - WATERPROOF TERRA COTTA 

This new mat glaze gives this 
collection a nice but unusual 
frosted appearance.
It almost looks like a smooth, 
transparent and homogeneous 
ice coating.
 
These pots will add a subtle 
touch of softness to your interior 
and are 100% waterproof.

frosted
green

frosted 
dark green

frosted
blue

frosted 
dark blue

frosted
grey

frosted
dark grey

code TLFB24 TLFB28 TLFP21 TLFP25

dimensions Ø 24,5 Ø 28 Ø 21 Ø 25

height 12,5 15 16,5 21

weight - - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 65,00 € 104,00 € 48,50 € 81,00

packing by 2 1 2 1





LUZON

This new mat glaze gives this 
collection a nice but unusual 
frosted appearance.
It almost looks like a smooth, 
transparent and homogeneous 
ice coating.
 
These pots will add a subtle 
touch of softness to your interior 
and are 100% waterproof.

INDOOR - WATERPROOF TERRA COTTA 

frosted
green

frosted 
dark green

frosted
blue

frosted 
dark blue

frosted
grey

frosted
dark grey

code TLFV24 TLFV30 TLFV40

dimensions Ø 19 Ø 22 Ø 22

height 24 30 40

weight - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 48,50 € 77,00 € 116,50

packing by 2 1 1





KOBE

taupe off-white brown yellow natural 
black

INDOOR - RAKU

RAKU CERAMICS
 
Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. 
During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing 
or cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots.
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results varying 
at infi nity, which gives 
each piece the quality 
of single object.

forest
green

code TKP13 TKV13 TKV21

dimensions Ø 13,50 Ø 13,50 Ø 13

height 10 13,50 21

weight - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 29,00 € 31,50 € 43,50

packing by 6 6 6





KOHALA

taupe off-white brown yellow

INDOOR - RAKU

RAKU CERAMICS
 
Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. 
During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing 
or cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots.
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results varying 
at infinity, which gives 
each piece the quality 
of single object.

forest
green

code TKOV52 TKOP25 TKOS45 TKOS55

dimensions Ø 25 Ø 33 Ø 45 Ø 55

opening Ø 30-33 Ø 27-31 - -

height 52 25 - -

weight 8 - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 309,00 € 160,00 € 208,00 € 309,00

packing by 1 1 1 1





LUND

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA - RAKU

RAKU CERAMICS
 
Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. 
During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing 
or cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots.
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results varying 
at infinity, which gives 
each piece the quality 
of single object.

All our ceramic pots are delivered with felt tips.

VASE / POT / BOWL

taupe off-white brown yellow forest
green

code TLUV24 TLUP24 TLUB24 TLUV32 TLUP32 TLUB32

dimensions 24 24 24 32 32 32

opening 13,5 20 24 18,5 25 32

height 21 17 12 30 26 17

weight 3,5 3 2 6 5,5 4

Public price incl. VAT € 111,50 € 76,00 € 61,00 € 167,50 € 126,50 € 96,50

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





MINSK

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA - RAKU

whiteorange redgrey black

All our ceramic pots are delivered with felt tips.

POT

> Basic colours SPRING/SUMMER 2017

forest
green

yellow

RAKU POTTERY

Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. During the 
extreme temperature change 
of cooling down, crazing or 
cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots. 
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results
 varying at infinity, which 
gives each piece 
the quality of a single 
object.

code TMBH16 TMBH20 TMBH26 TMBH35

dimensions Ø 16 Ø 20 Ø 26 Ø 32

height 16 20 26 35

weight 1,5 2,5 4,5 10

Public price incl. VAT € 41,00 € 71,50 € 137,50 € 297,50

packing by 4 1 1 1



BOWL

whiteorange redgrey black

> Basic colours SPRING/SUMMER 2017

forest
green

yellow

MINSK

All our ceramic pots are delivered with felt tips.

RAKU POTTERY

Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. During the 
extreme temperature change 
of cooling down, crazing or 
cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots. 
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results
 varying at infinity, which 
gives each piece 
the quality of a single 
object.

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA - RAKU

code TMS11 TMS25 TMS36 TMS46

dimensions Ø 11 Ø 25 Ø 36 Ø 46

height 5 12 17 22

weight 0,3 1,8 4 6

Public price incl. VAT € 19,50 € 91,00 € 143,00 € 341,00

packing by 8 1 1 1



VASE

whiteorange redgrey black

> Basic colours SPRING/SUMMER 2017

forest
green

yellow

MINSK

All our ceramic pots are delivered with felt tips.

RAKU POTTERY

Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. During the 
extreme temperature change 
of cooling down, crazing or 
cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots. 
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results
 varying at infinity, which 
gives each piece 
the quality of a single 
object.

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA - RAKU

code TMVH24 TMVH31 TMVH40

dimensions Ø 15 Ø 18 Ø 22

height 24 31 40

weight 1,9 4 6,5

Public price incl. VAT € 57,00 € 97,00 € 240,00

packing by 2 1 1





NEW DELHI

bronze

The NEW DELHI collection is 
made out of terra cotta. Before 
glazing each piece is scratched 
by hand which makes all of 
them unique. The classical 
timeless shape of the NEW 
DELHI will fit in all your designs 
and projects

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

metallic 
art

greenyellow

code TNDP19 TNDP23 TNDP28 TNDP42 TNDV68 TNDV80

dimensions Ø 19 Ø 23 Ø 28 Ø 42 Ø 29 Ø 30

height 21 28 33 46 67 80

weight - 3,5 6 11 13 16

Public price incl. VAT € 32,50 € 54,00 € 83,50 € 213,50 € 226,50 € 279,00

packing by 4 4 2 1 1 1





HANOI

yellowburgundy whitegreen turquoiselight pink orange

INDOOR - CERAMICS - RAKU

RAKU CERAMICS
 
Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. 
During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing 
or cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots.
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results varying 
at infinity, which gives 
each piece the quality 
of single object.

All our ceramic pots are delivered with felt tips.

code THP12 THP14 THP17 THP20 THP24

dimensions Ø 12 Ø 14 Ø 17 Ø 20 Ø 24

height 13 14 18 20 24

weight 0,6 0,8 1,5 2 3,5

Public price incl. VAT € 15,00 € 20,00 € 36,50 € 48,50 € 69,00

packing by 6 6 6 2 2





PRAHA

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA - RAKU

COLOURED LINING

RAKU CERAMICS
 
Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. 
During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing 
or cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots.
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results varying 
at infinity, which gives 
each piece the quality 
of single object.

gold silver copper

code TPAV10 TPAV12 TPAV16 TPAS15

dimensions Ø 7 Ø 11 Ø 11 Ø 15

height 10 12 16 9

weight 0,3 0,5 0,7 0,6

Public price incl. VAT € 15,00 € 36,50 € 52,50 € 30,00

packing by 6 6 6 8





FES

INDOOR - CERAMICS - RAKU

whiteorange redgrey black

> Basic colours SPRING/SUMMER 2017

forest
green

yellow

RAKU POTTERY

Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. During the 
extreme temperature change 
of cooling down, crazing or 
cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots. 
The multitude of parameters 
involved provides results
 varying at infinity, which 
gives each piece 
the quality of a single 
object.

code TFT8

description Fes planter

dimensions Ø 6-8

height 8

weight 0,2

Public price incl. VAT € 11,00

packing by 6





FES
CANDLE

INDOOR - CERAMICS - RAKU

white redblack

> Basic colours

RAKU CERAMICS
 
Raku is a baking technique 
originated in Japan, in the mid-
sixteenth century. 
During the extreme temperature 
change of cooling down, crazing 
or cracking occurs on many of 
the glazed areas of the pots.

Candle handcrafted in Belgium, 
100% pure wax. parrafine.

code TFTK8

description Fes planter with candle

dimensions Ø 6-8

height 8

weight 0,3

Public price incl. VAT € 15,00

packing by 6





ATLANTIS
CANDLE

INDOOR - CERAMICS

Cold night, large sweater, warm 
blanket, good book, soft socks, 
hot chocolate and a Domani 
candle...

black
metallic

> Basic colour

code TAPOC15

description Atlantis planter TAPO15 with candle packed in a special Domani box

dimensions Ø 15

height 13

weight -

Public price incl. VAT € 75,50

packing by 1





The ribbled surface of the 
ATLANTIS pots is made by 
imprinting metal plates.
The ceramic is glazed 
and baked on a specific 
temperature in a ceramic oven, 
different from the terracotta-
oven.
Because of the special shape of 
these pots, they are not suitable 
for outdoor use.

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

ATLANTIS

black
metallic

> Basic colour

code TAPO15 TAPO58 TAPO78

dimensions Ø 15 Ø 58 Ø 78 

height 13 43 58

weight - 35 51

Public price incl. VAT € 34,00 € 675,00 € 1.630,00

packing by 6 1 1





The ribbled surface of the 
ATLANTIS pots is made by 
imprinting metal plates.
The ceramic is glazed 
and baked on a specific 
temperature in a ceramic oven, 
different from the terracotta-
oven.
Because of the special shape of 
these pots, they are not suitable 
for outdoor use.

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

ATLANTIS

black
metallic

> Basic colour

code TAOP80

dimensions 80X70 

height 44

weight 60

Public price incl. VAT € 1.315,50

packing by 1





NATURAL

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA

ATLANTIS

natural
grey

> Basic colour

natural 
black

Our own high quality clay has 
a kaolin basis with special 
properties. While baking the clay 
will coalesce so that virtually no 
absorption of water is possible. 
Our terra cotta pottery absorbs 
no more than 3-4% of water. 
With this low percentage 
of water our potteries are 
guaranteed frost proof.

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TAOP60 TAOP80 TAOP120

dimensions Ø 60 Ø 80 Ø 120

height 34 44 -

weight 30 55 -

Public price incl. VAT € 550,00 € 1071,00 € 2.555,00

packing by 1 1 1





URUCU

blue 
black

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA

The designer was inspired by 
the thick leaves structure of the 
Amazonian rainforest.
The amazing two toned glaze 
will give you the impression that 
when you move around the pot it 
magically changes color.

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TUP75 TUP105

dimensions Ø 75 Ø 105

height 54 76

weight - -

Public price incl. VAT € 1.606,00 € 3.687,00

packing by 1 1





INDOOR
COLIMA

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

The art of balancing stones has 
origins in many cultures
The rounded shapes of this pot 
are sliding on each other creating 
a harmonic volume that you can 
often see in the natural aesthetic 
poetry of stone stacking.

white

code TCP70 TCP105 TCV110

dimensions Ø 70 Ø 105 Ø 70

height 60 75 110

weight - -

Public price incl. VAT € 583,00 € 1.903,00 € 1.368,00

packing by 1 1 1





NOIDA

metallic
art

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

Noida seems to be the city 
where the first UFO was spotted 
in the sky.
Our designers idea was to 
create a very wide pot by 
enlarging the shape of an 
Olympic discus. When finished 
the pot had an elliptical shape 
of a UFO.

code TNIP110

dimensions Ø 110

opening -

height 69

weight -

Public price incl. VAT € 2.391,00

packing by 1





EYE CATCHER

The pots in our BATUR 
collection are huge! Regardless 
their size, they are handmade. 
Their typical patterns are 
imprints of the craftman’s 
knuckles, and they make each 
pot unique. You can choose 
different sizes and two kinds of 
glazing: metallic and silver.

BATUR

silver

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

black
metallic

code TBP45 TBP55 TBP65 TBP77 TBV120

dimensions Ø 44 Ø 55 Ø 60 Ø 74 Ø 48

opening Ø 23 Ø 29 Ø 33 Ø 37 Ø 29

height 40 52 57 65 120

weight 30 40 50 80 100

Public price incl. VAT € 338,00 € 646,00 € 1.212,00 € 1.933,00 € 2.059,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





STONE

EYE CATCHER

The stones in our BATUR 
collection are huge! Regardless 
their size, they are handmade. 
Their typical patterns are 
imprints of the craftman’s 
knuckles, and they make each 
stone unique. You can choose 
different sizes and two kinds of 
glazing: metallic and silver.

BATUR

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA

silver
black

metallic

code TBSTONE55 TBSTONE70

dimensions 55x40 70x55

height 32 44

weight 30 50

Public price incl. VAT € 567,00 € 1.115,00

packing by 1 1





MARKED BY 
MINERALS

The irregular shape of our 
FELIX pottery reflects the 
unpredictable material that 
makes this collection stand 
out. Each earthenware pot has 
a specific character because 
different minerals were used.

FELIX

natural

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

code FAC FAC50 FAC80

dimensions Ø 17 Ø 60 Ø 80

height 21 50 80

weight 4 35 130

Public price incl. VAT € 220,00 € 1.192,00 € 3.311,00

packing by 1 1 1





MARKED BY 
MINERALS

The irregular shape of our 
JERBA pottery reflects the 
unpredictable material that 
makes this collection stand 
out. Each earthenware pot has 
a specific character because 
different minerals were used.

JERBA

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

natural

VASE

code JRL 58 JRL 110

dimensions Ø 25-36 Ø 36-60

height 58 110

weight 20 60

Public price incl. VAT € 418,00 € 1.150,00

packing by 1 1





MARKED BY 
MINERALS

The irregular shape of our 
JERBA pottery reflects the 
unpredictable material that 
makes this collection stand 
out. Each earthenware pot has 
a specific character because 
different minerals were used.

JERBA

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA

natural

POT

code JRB20 JRB28 JRB35 JRB55 JRB80

dimensions Ø 19 Ø 24 Ø 30 Ø 53 Ø 80

opening - - Ø 21 Ø 30 Ø 39

height 20 28 35 55 80

weight 2 4 12 35 70

Public price incl. VAT € 77,00 € 115,00 € 272,50 € 651,00 € 1.820,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





ALMOND

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

LIMITED

silver leafgold leaf

A COLLABORATION
BETWEEN DOMANI
AND PAUL ODEKERKEN
 
As a fruit of their previous
collaborations, the Limited 
collection was born. Paul’s 
craftsmanship and Domani’s 
artistic view resulted in an 
exclusive collection. Buying a work 
of the Limited collection is 
buying a piece of art.
The pots are hand-
made and unique. 
The finishings 
are pure luxury.

code ALMOND ALMOND COUPE ALMOND VASE

dimensions Ø 76 85X66 Ø 80

height 76 54 100

weight 40 50 -

Public price incl. VAT € 7.925,00 € 4.855,00 € 8.910,00

packing by 1 1 1





GRAIL

INDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

LIMITED

A COLLABORATION
BETWEEN DOMANI
AND PAUL ODEKERKEN
 
As a fruit of their previous
collaborations, the Limited 
collection was born. Paul’s 
craftsmanship and Domani’s 
artistic view resulted in an 
exclusive collection. Buying a work 
of the Limited collection is 
buying a piece of art.
The pots are hand-
made and unique. 
The finishings 
are pure luxury.

silver leafgold leaf

code GRAIL 1

dimensions Ø 70

height 38

weight 20

Public price incl. VAT € 3.066,00

packing by 1





ANTWERP

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

VASE / POT / BOWL

natural
black

natural
red

natural
grey

natural
white

Our own high quality clay has 
a kaolin basis with special 
properties. While baking the clay 
will coalesce so that virtually no 
absorption of water is possible. 
Our terra cotta pottery absorbs 
no more than 3-4% of water. 
With this low percentage 
of water our potteries are 
guaranteed frost proof.

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TAP24 TAP30 TAP38

dimensions 24 30 38

height 19 24 30

weight 3 4 10

Public price incl. VAT € 26,50 € 50,50 € 89,50

packing by 2 1 1





NARA

natural
red & 
black

natural
black & 
white

natural
white & 

grey

Each NARA pot is exclusive. 
The mix of clay colors will give 
your planter it’s unique identity. 
This natural outdoor planter is 
the perfect accessory to make 
your garden extraordinary.

OUTDOOR - TERRA-COTTA

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TNP60

dimensions Ø 60

height 64

weight 55

Public price incl. VAT € 572,00

packing by 1





DALA
POT / VASE

natural
black

natural
red

natural
grey

natural
white

Our own high quality clay has 
a kaolin basis with special 
properties. While baking the clay 
will coalesce so that virtually no 
absorption of water is possible. 
Our terra cotta pottery absorbs 
no more than 3-4% of water. 
With this low percentage 
of water our potteries are 
guaranteed frost proof.

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

code TDP60 TDP75 TDV110 TDV135

dimensions 60 75 80 85

height 64 80 110 135

weight 50 80 117 136

Public price incl. VAT € 550,00 € 1408,00 € 1751,00 € 2151,50

packing by 1 1 1 1





MILOS

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

brownwhite black

> Basic colours

The MILOS collection is created 
by the modeling technique of 
leaving extra finger imprint on 
the clay whilst turning. The 
unique sense of naturalness is 
intensified through the dying 
process using colored silt by 
‘angoben’, which is known 
for not glazing during baking, 
resulting in a beautiful matte 
finish.

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TMIP50 TMIP60 TMIP80 TMIP110

dimensions Ø 50 Ø 60 Ø 80 Ø 110

height 40 48 62 78

weight 30 40 70 150

Public price incl. VAT € 286,00 € 530,00 € 1005,00 € 2.312,00

packing by 1 1 1 1





BAJA

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

brown white black

Influenced by nature and its 
organic forms, BAJA highlights 
nature’s aesthetic dimension. 
The collection refers to the 
complexity and the playfulness 
of the organic reality with their 
irregular and playful lines, shape 
and texture. It offers the perfect 
terra cotta solution when 
looking for a striking and playful 
accessory in- and outdoors. 

code TBJP60

dimensions Ø 60

height 45

weight 40

Public price incl. VAT € 570,00

packing by 1





GRAZ

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA

natural
black

natural
red

If you want to add elegance 
to your home, GRAZ offers 
different sizes and natural colors 
matching your taste. The round 
shape at the bottom creates a 
sense of lightness, making the 
planter appear to float above 
the ground.

natural
grey

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

natural
white

code TGZP50 TGZP60 TGZP70 TGZP90 TGZP120

dimensions Ø 48 Ø 58 Ø 68 Ø 88 Ø 118

height 44 50 60 69 97

weight 20 30 50 100 200

Public price incl. VAT € 250,00 € 418,00 € 893,00 € 1.247,00 € 4.061,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





TEXEL
POT

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

Simple and timeless are two 
words that describe the TEXEL 
collection. If you are looking for 
textured terra cotta in natural 
colors and different sizes to 
display your plants, this instant-
classic is very suitable for indoor 
and outdoor use. Its timeless 
design will fit in anywhere, from 
the most relaxed to the most 
luxurious of settings. 

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

natural
black

natural
red

natural
grey

natural
white

code TAXPZR50 TAXPZR60 TAXPZR70 TAXPZR85 TAXPZR100 TAXPZR120

dimensions Ø 50 Ø 60 Ø 70 Ø 85 Ø 100 Ø 120

height 36 45 50 63 78 87

weight 30 40 50 85 100 175

Public price incl. VAT € 202,50 € 321,00 € 665,00 € 1007,00 € 1.738,00 € 4.045,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





TEXEL
VASE

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

Simple and timeless are two 
words that describe the TEXEL 
collection. If you are looking for 
textured terra cotta in natural 
colors and different sizes to 
display your plants, this instant-
classic is very suitable for indoor 
and outdoor use. Its timeless 
design will fit in anywhere, from 
the most relaxed to the most 
luxurious of settings. 

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

natural
black

natural
red

natural
grey

natural
white

code TAXVZR110 TAXVZR100 TAXVZR120

dimensions Ø 45 Ø 80 Ø 100

height 110 100 120

weight 58 135 200

Public price incl. VAT € 800,00 € 1.419,00 € 2.735,00

packing by 1 1 1





POT

Its pure shape and various sizes 
turned this pot into an instant 
classic for in - and outdoor 
use. The colour palette will 
inspire you in every season, 
be it in spring with flowers, 
and in winter without plants. 
AXEL pots are coloured with 
a coloured silt by ‘angoben’ 
with the special property not to 
‘glaze’ during baking. The result 
is the beautiful matte colour.

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

AXEL

> Black glaze inside

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

orange pinkyellow greenblue red black

> Bronze glaze inside

shiny
white

code TAXP50 TAXP60 TAXP70 TAXP100 TAXP120

dimensions Ø 50 Ø 60 Ø 70 Ø 100 Ø 120

height 36 45 51 78 87

weight 30 40 60 100 130

Public price incl. VAT € 400,00 € 611,00 € 1.236,00 € 2.965,00 € 5.073,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





VASE

Its pure shape and various sizes 
turned this pot into an instant 
classic for in - and outdoor 
use. The colour palette will 
inspire you in every season, 
be it in spring with flowers, 
and in winter without plants. 
AXEL pots are coloured with 
a coloured silt by ‘angoben’ 
with the special property not to 
‘glaze’ during baking. The result 
is the beautiful matte colour.

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

AXEL

orange pinkyellow greenblue red black

> Black glaze inside

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

> Bronze glaze inside

shiny
white

code TAXV110 TAXV100 TAXV120

dimensions Ø 45 Ø 80 Ø 100

height 110 100 120

weight 60 150 185

Public price incl. VAT € 1.097,00 € 1.716,00 € 3.775,00

packing by 1 1 1





These big pots seem 
composed by random terra 
cotta elements, but when 
you take a closer look, their 
structure will change into a 
system, the rhytm of nature... 
This dynamic collection comes 
in different shapes.

LAVA

natural

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TLAP50 TLAP60 TLAP80 TLAP100 TLAP120 TLAV115

dimensions Ø 50 Ø 60 Ø 80 Ø 100 Ø 120 Ø 47

height 35 50 60 80 90 110

weight 25 35 60 95 130 65

Public price incl. VAT € 279,50 € 550,00 € 1.065,00 € 2.285,00 € 4.415,00 € 1.564,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





The LUANDA collection was 
inspired by the structure of the 
beech. The structure is allready 
integrated into the mall. Both 
the texture of the material and 
its deep colours strengthen the 
feeling of a weathering trunk.
The shapes accentuate its 
simplicity and strength, while 
the glazing below gives the pots 
a reflecting mirror. 

LUANDA

black
metallic bronze

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code OLP1 OLP2 OLP3 OLV1 OLV110 OLV135

dimensions Ø 43 Ø 60 Ø 75 Ø 46 Ø 60 Ø 83

height 44 64 80 70 110 135

weight 25 60 90 40 75 135

Public price incl. VAT € 365,00 € 772,00 € 2.167,00 € 735,00 € 1.927,00 € 3.509,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





The LONDON collection brings 
you durable pottery in glazed 
terracotta. LONDON pots are 
outstanding because a special 
pigment or surface treatment is 
used during production. These 
classic pots for indoor and 
outdoor use are striking in their 
use of natural colours and pure 
shapes.

LONDON

redfull whiteblack

IN/OUTDOOR - TERRA COTTA 

Outdoor pots have a drainage 
hole and are delivered with rubber feet.

code TLO 1 TLO2 TLO3 TLO4 TLO5

dimensions Ø 48 Ø 56 Ø 65 Ø 78 Ø 93

height 47 56 65 78 90

weight 20 30 45 75 120

Public price incl. VAT € 365,00 € 651,00 € 794,00 € 1.219,00 € 2.642,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

ZINC
COLUMN INDOOR

Put your domani pots on a 
pedestal for a special dramatic 
effect. You can place a zinc 
bowl on the zinc column. Our 
zinc columns add a finishing 
touch to your projects.

These are only for indoor use, 
for extra strength they have a 
wooden structure. 
Outdoor models on request.

ZINC - INDOOR 

CONICAL STRAIGHT

code HZZV1 HZZV2 HZZV60 HZZV90 HZZV120 HZZV140

dimensions 30x30 30x30 35x35 35x35 35x35 35x35

height 90 120 60 90 120 140

weight 15 20 10 12 15 20

Public price incl. VAT € 565,00 € 873,00 € 448,00 € 552,00 € 739,00 € 849,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

ZINC
COLUMN POT

Our zinc column pots add a 
finishing touch to your projects.
We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

* standard with water drainage on the side

CONICAL STRAIGHT

ZINC - COPPER 

code HZZP1 HZZP2 HZZP60 HZZP90 HZZP120 HZZP140

dimensions 40x40 40x40 35x35 35x35 35x35 35x35

height 120 90 60 90 120 140

weight 40 15 10 13 15 20

border 2 2 2 2 2 2

planting depth 30 30 40 40 40 40

Public price incl. VAT € 1.051,00 € 891,00 € 515,00 € 745,00 € 1.018,00 € 1.080,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the side

CUBIC

code HZCR40 HZCR50 HZCR60 HZCR70 HZCR80 HZCR100

dimensions 40X40 50X50 60X60 70X70 80X80 100X100

height 40 50 60 70 80 100

weight 10 15 20 25 40 85

border 4 5 6 7 8 10

Public price incl. VAT € 704,00 € 957,00 € 1.091,00 € 1.590,00 € 1.808,00 € 2.596,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
ROUND CONICAL LARGE BORDER

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the side

code HZRR1 HZRR2 HZRR3 HZRR4

dimensions 40X30 50X35 60X40 80X55

height 40 50 60 80

weight 6 9 13 24

border 5 7,5 10 13

Public price incl. VAT € 635,00 € 745,00 € 891,00 € 1.133,00

packing by 1 1 1 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
RECTANGULAR

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the side

code HZRE1 HZRE2 HZRE3 HZRE4

dimensions 52X23 72X32 88X39 60X100

height 35 48 60 60

weight 5 10 20 30

border 2 2 3 4

Public price incl. VAT € 400,00 € 611,00 € 1.254,00 € 1.545,00

packing by 1 1 1 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
RECTANGULAR HIGH

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the side

code HZREH1 HZREH2 HZREH3 HZREH4 HZREH5 HZREH6

dimensions 20X20 60X20 90X20 40X40 80X40 120X40

height 90 90 90 90 90 90

weight 15 35 45 25 55 90

border 2 2 2 2 2 2

planting depth 40 40 40 - - -

Public price incl. VAT € 666,00 € 1.230,00 € 1.875,00 € 1.529,00 € 1.782,00 € 2.171,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1 1





This beautiful HALF BOWL 
planter will enhance your 
garden. 
Change your planter into a 
zinc party bowl on your table. 
Fill it with ice cold water to 
cool your champagne or white 
wine... In copper, this shiny 
bowl becomes an elegant 
ornamental sculpture. 
 

ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
HALF BOWL

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the bottom

code HZHB60 HZHB80 HZHB100 HZHB120 HZHB150

dimensions Ø 60 Ø 80 Ø 100 Ø 120 Ø 150

height 30 40 50 60 75

weight 8 13 26 41 80

border 6 8 10 12 15

Public price incl. VAT € 1.309,00 € 1.784,00 € 2.202,00 € 3.155,00 € 4.580,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
OVAL ROUND

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water 
drainage on the side

> closed water circuit
> oase pump - european plug

code HZORF120 HZORB120 HZORB200

dimensions Ø 120 - 90 Ø 120 - 90 Ø 200 - 165

inner hole Ø 70 Ø 70 Ø 130

height 50 50 60

weight 55 45 120

volume 130 L - -

Public price incl. VAT € 3.104,00 € 2.910,00 € 5.480,00

packing by 1 1 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
ORNAMENTS

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

code HZAG HZBAL1 HZBAL2 HZD2 HZIZ80

dimensions Agave Ø 50 Ball Ø 40 Ball Ø 80 Pine Ø 60 Vase Ø 80

height 100 40 80 125 55

weight 20 10 15 20 30

Public price incl. VAT € 2.433,00 € 682,00 € 1.991,00 € 3020,00 € 2.985,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC 
FOUNTAINS

> closed water circuit
> oase pump - european plug

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

code HZCF50

dimensions 80x80

height 50

weight 35

volume 120 L

Public price incl. VAT € 2.268,00

packing by 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC 
FOUNTAINS

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand > closed water circuit

> oase pump - european plug

code HZFR200

dimensions 200x60

height 60

weight 280

volume 330 L

Public price incl. VAT € 8.393,00

packing by 1





How close would you like to sit 
next to your favourite tree? With 
our pot/bank you can relax in 
the shade of its leaves, enjoy 
the smell of the flowers, or have 
a chat with your friends...
 

ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC 
IN/OUT

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the side

code MZI198

dimensions 198X66

height 44

weight 70

Public price incl. VAT € 2.565,00

packing by 1





Our ‘cool table’ is an oval 
zinc side table. With its built 
in  cooling space it’s the ideal 
party table. Prepare the ice for 
your apertitif and things can‘t 
go wrong. 
No stress for the host and 
hostess, because cool drinks 
are within reach. Cool table also 
makes an exellent breakfast 
table.

ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC
COOL TABLE

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* no water drainage

code MZHB110

dimensions Ø 110

height 33

weight 15

Public price incl. VAT € 1.823,00

packing by 1





ZINC - COPPER 

ZINC LOW
LABYRINTH

We use titanium-zinc plates 
soldered together with tin. 
Our zinc contains 4% of silver, 
which makes it extremely 
durable.
When zinc is exposed to humid 
air or water it will naturally 
oxidize. First the zinc will create 
a white powder to protect itself, 
then a light grey patina will 
appear.

zinc copper * Models also available 
in copper - price on demand

* Custom sizes are possible in the
whole zinc collection.

* standard with water drainage on the side

code HZLA1-45 HZLA2-45 HZLA3-45 HZLA4-45 HZLA5-45

dimensions 73x46 168x100 175x71 192x62 89x165

height 45 45 45 45 45

weight 15 47 55 50 58

Public price incl. VAT € 1.305,00 € 4.615,00 € 4.480,00 € 4.345,00 € 4.115,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1





The steel planters are made out 
of stainless steel. After welding 
they are treated with a chemical 
mordant. Then they are powder 
coated with a textured mat 
finish.

* Other RAL colours on request
* Smooth finish possible 
in all RAL colours.

OUTDOOR

STEEL

RAL black
9005

* water drainage
* adjustable feet

RAL white
9016  + RAL

SQUARE

code HSCR50 HSCR60 HSCR70 HSCR80 HSCR100

dimensions 50X50 60X60 70X70 80X80 100X100

height 50 60 70 80 100

weight 25 35 45 60 95

border 5 6 7 8 10

Public price incl. VAT € 847,50 € 949,00 € 1.104,00 € 1.337,00 € 1.760,00

packing by 1 1 1 1 1



The steel planters are made out 
of stainless steel. After welding 
they are treated with a chemical 
mordant. Then they are powder 
coated with a textured mat 
finish.

* Other RAL colours on request
* Smooth finish possible 
in all RAL colours.

STEEL

RAL black
9005

* water drainage
* adjustable feet

RAL white
9016  + RAL

RECTANGULAR HIGH

OUTDOOR

code HSREH1 HSREH2

dimensions 80X40 120X40

height 90 90

weight 45 65

border 4 4

Public price incl. VAT € 979,00 € 1.052,00

packing by 1 1



The steel planters are made out 
of stainless steel. After welding 
they are treated with a chemical 
mordant. Then they are powder 
coated with a textured mat 
finish.

* Other RAL colours on request
* Smooth finish possible 
in all RAL colours.

STEEL

RAL black
9005

* water drainage
* adjustable feet

RAL white
9016  + RAL

COLUMN POT

OUTDOOR

code HSZP90 HSZP120

dimensions 40X40 40X40

height 90 120

weight 30 35

border 4 4

Public price incl. VAT € 903,00 € 1.073,00

packing by 1 1





Let us be inspired by your designs

Are you working on a professional or personal project? Domani will help you fulfill your plans! As an architect, landscape or private designer, you can 
count on us as your ideal partner in crime to help you realize your plans. Together we can take your wildest design dreams to a higher level!

Let’s inspire each other and work out custom fit Domani products to make your unique projects stand out. We will adjust our products to your specific 
needs. Visit our showroom. We will take the time to consider every detail and make your exclusive design project come to life.

Trust in our international standard for high quality pottery. The world of Domani implies craftsmanship and extensive knowledge of materials. Choose 
materials, colors and finishing that match your special needs. In combination with incredible locations, Domani products are at their best and make your 
design a dream come true.

Welcome to the world of Domani. Make yourself at home.

DOMANI® PROJECT


